
Board of Directors Meeting
January 6, 2014, 7:30pm

Reston Community Center, Hunters Woods Room 6

Call to Order and Review of Agenda

The meeting was called to order by President Jeff Byrd at 7:32 p.m.   Pat Nichols, John Lankau, Charles
Colby and Yanni Chryssomitis were also in attendance. President Jeff went over the agenda for the
evening.

Report of the Secretary/Approval of Minutes of November Board Meeting

The minutes from the November 2014 meeting were discussed.  There were no comments or changes
from the Board or from the floor. Secretary John Lankau motioned to approve the minutes, seconded
by Jeff.  The motion passed 5-0.

Report of the Treasurer

Treasurer Yanni Chryssomitis reported that the cluster currently has $25,900.67 in our checking account
and $63,485.97 in the savings account.  There is also approximately $140,000 in the cluster’s investment
account.  A full contribution to the reserves was completed in 2014, but there is an extremely tight
budget, including the capital reserves, for 2015.

President’s 2015 Goals

President Jeff Byrd summarized that the cluster had a positive year in 2014, with progress made in some
areas, not as much as hoped in others.  Parking is one area where we still need more progress. Jeff
stated that we plan to reach out to the Fire Marshal to ask for some parking relief.  The idea would be to
work with residents from all geographical areas of the community for some targeted planning and ideas.

Jeff added that there are also a bunch of new families on the street, many with small children. The
Board is looking at upgrading the playground equipment and establishing a committee to reach out to
Williams Pipeline (which is where the major playground on Indian Ridge Road is located).  Additionally,
there is work planned to improve the grounds, the largest improvement being the addition of a tree
barrier on Hunters Green Court along Sunrise Valley Drive. In the long view, we will need to look at
repaving the streets within the next few years as well.

Jeff then notified the members in attendance that resident John Klonaris is recording the meeting
tonight.  Jeff added that the Board is planning to work on a policy resolution to address rules regarding
recording of open meeting.



2015 Committees

With that, the Board proposes to have two committees in 2015 – Social and Playground.  The charters
for these committees are similar to the ones used in 2014, with a one-year charter that ends at the 2015
Annual Meeting.  The Social Committee will operate as it did in 2014.

Jeff stated that our playgrounds are pretty old.  There used to be more pieces (half dome of metal pipes
shaped like triangles).  Williams Pipeline came along and said the playground obstructed their view of
their equipment and they had to be taken down.  Williams also had concerns with stakes anchoring the
equipment into the ground, so the Board would like the committee to address this again in 2015.
Committees will have a 1 year tenure to present a plan at no later than November for a proposal. The
Board will put out a notice to calls for residents who want to volunteer to chair these committees. Once
they are up and running, the Board can assist with communications to the community on the
committees’ behalf.

The floor was opened up for questions. Sharon Egan asked about the Management Committee. Jeff
said it was good to explore in 2014, they did some excellent research, but the results indicated that the
community does not need Property Management at this time. Deb Colby asked if we are a non-profit
and if we could have fundraiser for playground equipment.  Yanni said that we are a non-profit cluster,
and he would have to investigate the rules for fundraising. He added that most clusters aren’t non-
profits, so it’s something he will be investigating with the CPA and others to make sure it is the most
advantageous status for the cluster.

John motioned to establish the Playground Committee and the Social Committee in 2015. Pat seconded
the motion.  There was no addition request for discussion.  The motion passed 5-0.

Parking Plans – Reach out to the Fire Marshal

This item was covered earlier in the meeting.  There are no specifics at this time, but the strategy to
begin 2015 is to reach out to the Fire Marshal to reconsider the striping of curbs in limited areas in the
neighborhood to provide some parking overflow relief.

Grounds Goals for 2015

Charles will be in charge of this item in 2015. Yanni pointed out an 18% increase in grounds in the
budget is there to remove some aging trees, playground repair and small replacements. Another item is
the replacement of the pines behind 11614 Hunters Green Court soon because they are near end of life
and need to be replaced.  Planting is planned for the fall timeframe, so we need to make a new
landscape plan to put in front of the Reston Association DRB, then a plan to execute the sound/privacy
barrier.

Another major concept is the lighting.  Today there are 37 lights in the cluster maintained by Dominion.
The globe lights have been getting phased out by colonial lanterns, and currently we have 14 of the 37
lamps with the colonial style. Yanni would like to work with a couple neighborhood volunteers to
research what lighting options are available. We currently pay for leasing of the lights, maintenance of
the lights, and electricity of the lights.  We have the option of purchasing the lights, then contracting the
maintenance and only paying Dominion for the electricity.  Yanni added that it is his understanding that
this would only be cost effective if the lanterns that were purchased were LED lights.  We have this as a
capital reserve expense for 2016, but we would like to research this in 2015 to be prepared.  Sharon
Egan said there are people who don’t mind the look of the colonial lights.  Cameron Ishaq said he
noticed that when the lights are repaired they are not always returned to a level position, and now



some of them are askew. Yanni added that the community hasn’t been very happy with the level of
service provided by Dominion, and added that uniformity of the light style is his concern, not which style
is chosen.  Yanni added that his goal is not to make changes this year, but to get an understanding of the
potential Return on Investment if we do decide to go for LEDs, including forecasts for maintenance and
electricity.

Tyler Willis asked if the grounds surveys include trees that are on the golf course or only cluster
property.  Yanni responded that we do not survey the golf course property. However, if a resident
noticing something dangerous or concerning on the golf course property, the Board can communicate
the concern to the golf course.

Golf Course Update

Charles Colby has drafted a response on behalf of the Board to present to the Fairfax County Board of
Zoning Appeals (BZA). The golf course owners (Northwest Mutual Insurance) have stated that they
belief they have residential zoning rights to the land, but the county has stated that the golf course is
zoned as open green space.  The golf course is appealing this original decision, and the BZA hearing will
be on Jan 21st 2015 at 9am and residents are encouraged to attend. The letter has been provided to
Rescue Reston and they commented that the letter is sound and advances what their legal team thinks
is a strong argument.  Rescue Reston has suggested that the cluster make it an official letter on behalf of
the community. The letter provides evidence of the original intent of the community and how it
demonstrates that the golf course expected to be permanent.  Rescue Reston would like to publicize this
letter, and we are one of the most affected communities by this proposal. Charles read the full contents
of the letter.

Jeff motioned to present this letter as written to the BZA. John seconded the motion.

Doug Farbrother asked if the whole board should sign the letter.  Charles added that the signature on
the document should be that of the Board President, but another important step is a unanimous vote by
the Board.

Nat McCague asked who authored the letter.  Charles said he wrote it, Debbie reviewed it, and Rescue
Reston reviewed it as well.  Nat added that the cluster was built in 1972, so the letter should be updated
to reflect this. Nat questioned if it is a good idea to mention that the golf course is a walkable area.
Charles added that it is a walkable amenity is because RA obtained easements. Heidi Lankau added that
the RA space are labeled as public walkways throughout the golf course.  Tyler asked if there is a master
plan that shows the easements. A resident commended the letter’s highlighting of the fact that the golf
course elevation and the way we were built into the land.  Sharon asked if the land could be rebuilt as
other open space, such as baseball fields or soccer fields. Someone responded that this would be
possible due to the current zoning, but outside the scope of this letter.

Jeff understand that the idea is that the new Reston Master Plan is in the works, so the golf course
owners are moving forward with their appeal now to get the issue resolved before the new Master Plan
takes effect.

Nancy Mosier-Murphy added that she appreciated how the letter tied our cluster directly to the need
for the golf course.

Jeff motioned to present this letter as written to the BZA with the amended date change (from mid-
1970’s to early 1970’s). John seconded the motion. The motion passed 5-0.



Charles asked if a motion is necessary to share with Rescue Reston, and it was determined that this is
not necessary. The letter was already posted publicly on the cluster website, and there were no
objections to share with Rescue Reston from the community or the Board.

Member Comments

Sharon wanted to ask about the snow removal from earlier in the day.  Janet said the plow driver went
around once about halfway through the snow incident, and didn’t come very close to the cars. Sharon
thought that he should have returned after the snow was over.  Charles said he called and spoke with
McLean, and will relay the comments and suggestions.

John Klonaris asked about a parking discussion.  Jeff reiterated that the Board is going to draft a letter to
the Fire Marshal asking for some form of relief.  It will be posted to the community before it is sent.  The
letter will point out past few years of discussions and capital expenditures that we have reviewed and
see if any relief is available from the Fire Marshal’s perspective. John Klonaris asked if the Board had
reason to believe that the fire lanes were implemented erroneously or outside of the law. Jeff
responded that the Board did not believe this was the case. A resident added that other clusters have
had success asking the Fire Marshal to review our situation.  Janet added that we might want to think
about how we cannot legally park Blade runners when they service the community.

Rebecca Wingert-Jabi asked for clarification about the Playground Committee.  Jeff added that new
equipment will be reviewed by a committee. Rebecca said she has discussed with RA about others that
have put a playground in place along the Transco line, so she is optimistic. Joan Stolbach added that
discussions in the past referred to them as “tot lots” instead of “playground” for insurance reason.  Jeff
added that this can be reviewed by the committee.

Member comments period was closed.  The Board entered into executive session at 8:42pm.

Executive Session

The Board reconvened in open session at 8:59pm.  Items discussed included a delinquent payment and
common grounds issues.  Pat motioned to adjourn the meeting, which was seconded by John and
passed 5-0.  The meeting was adjourned at 9pm.



Members in Attendance:

Homeowner Name Address
Sharon Egan 11633 HGC
Tyler Willis 11702 Indian Ridge Road (IRR)
Doug Farbrother 11703 IRR
Rebekah Wingert-Jabi 11708 IRR
Cameron Ishaq 11709 IRR
Nat McCague 11719 IRR
Dawn Jones 11728 IRR
Debbie Colby 11731 IRR
Janice Berger 11734 IRR
Joan and Rene Stolbach 11757 IRR
John Klonaris 11768 IRR
Heidi Lankau 11775 IRR
Nancy Mosier-Murphy 11786 IRR

Approved by:

3/3/2015


